MID-CENTURY AND NATURE INSPIRED DESIGN
MUNNA AND GINGER & JAGGER BRING THE
TRENDING STYLES TO DECOREX

MARGOT • Sofa • Munna

PEARL

•

Wall Lamp • G&J

PORTO, Portugal | September 2018 | Munna’s handcrafted upholstery and Ginger & Jagger
contemporary furniture return to London with a conceptual showcase at Decorex, from 16 to 19 of
September, Stand D39.
The presentation taking place during London Design Week features the mid-century style Margot
Sofa by Munna as the centerpiece in the room, alongside the mesmerising Tides Rug by Ginger &
Jagger, featuring a reinterpretation of the sea waves.
Ginger & Jagger artful designs bring pure poetic Nature to the living space with the striking
Magnolia Sideboard, Primitive Round Dining Table and Nenuphar Coffee Table, all adorned by the
warm shades of American Walnut Wood Veneer. The handcrafted Pearl Wall Lamps counterbalance
the organic elements in the room, while the Vine Triptych Mirror and the Leaf Suspension Lamp add
silver keynotes to brighten up the scene. Munna’s flair and craftsmanship are imprinted in the
charismatic Melody Dining Chair and the award-winning Chantal Armchair.
The second conceptual space embodies the spirit of Munna in a celebration of colour and shape.
Munna’s fun and playful universe of is unveiled under the motto “come flirt with Munna”, featuring
some of the brands most iconic Bar Stools: the curvy Olympia, the classic Charlotte and the
charming Melody.
Once more, Munna and Ginger & Jagger present handcrafted contemporary design with a blend of
unique artisanal processes and creative design. The brands will be presenting their conceptual
space in London, at Decorex from 16 to 19 of September, Stand D39.
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MARGOT • Sofa

•

Munna

This mid-century styled sofa develops an exquisite dialogue between horizontal and vertical shapes. The six feet and
geometrical back sections conveyan architectural feel, with a detailed build and interplay between forms. It is nothing
but trademark Munna:exuberant yet curated, filled with quiet details that wouldn’t be out of place in haute couture.
It’s indulgent seat is perfect for living spaces in need of some poised relaxation.

MELODY • Chair • Munna

Like a song that starts with a gentle melody, the front of this chair is composed as a verse, with a smooth seat,
backrest and legs. The scene is set for the explosion of the chorus, bursting from its quilted back, infused with
detailed seaming and exuberant curved lines. The Melody Chair is made to entertain, between song and dance.

MELODY • Bar Stool
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OLYMPIA • Bar Stool

CHARLOTTE • Bar Stool
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Pearl

•

Wall Lamp • G&J

The Pearl Wall Lamp is a poetic handcrafted tribute to Nature’s mysterious ways. The piece, made in marble and
metal, represents one of its quintessential attributes – serendipity. The magnificence of pearls, when produced
naturally by oysters, is as breathtaking and it is exquisitely rare. The Pearl Wall Lamp’s marble shape is carved by
hand, making each piece, much like a natural pearl, an absolutely unique sculpture.

Magnolia

•

Sideboard • G&J

Standing on top of a magnolia tree branch molded in brass casting, the Magnolia Sideboard symbolizes Nature’s
foundational role in all creation. The sideboard has four compartments, one with four sliding drawers.
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Munna’s collections are an homage to the profound
heritage of craftsmanship, a tribute to meaningful
design with lasting appeal, blending a carefully and
exquisite range of selected materials and finishes,
created to infuse the feel of a higher form of living.
Founded in Porto in 2008, Munna is a furniture
design brand renowned for its sumptuous
upholstery pieces, present in over 40 international
markets in residential, commercial and hospitality
projects. Munna’s designs are acclaimed by
specialized publications targeted at interior
designers, architects and design curators. Munna is
now presented in showrooms in Europe, Russia,
Middle East and Asia,Istanbul and USA.

Launched in Europe in 2012, Ginger & Jagger’s
Earth to Earth collection is an evocative poetic realm,
where Nature’s sculptural shapes are eternalized
through handcraft, with unique artisanal techniques
and an outstanding blend of superb materials, such
as brass, copper, exotic woods and marble. Ginger &
Jagger is represented in international showrooms in
Shanghai, Riyadh, Moscow, Dubai, Jakarta and, most
recently Istanbul.

NOTES TO EDITORS

2018 SILVER PRIZE WINNER
Fringes Armchair by Munna

2018 GOLD PRIZE WINNER
Landscape Desk by Ginger & Jagger
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